
How Restoration Works 
And why inner city revitalization is important in Lansing 
 
Two homes on Kalamazoo street in Lansing are torn down. Their demolition continued the decay of the neighborhood. 
Left with an eroding neighborhood, more houses got foreclosed on, residents moved out, and the inner areas of Lansing 
were left stark and bare — an aging city that repelled prosperity.  
 
This is what’s happening all of the world in urban areas. Thankfully, the urban decay and migration out of inner cities was 
stopped in the eastside neighborhoods in Lansing by a program called Restoration Works. 
 
The two homes on Kalamazoo street were  foreclosed on in 2007 and obtained by the Ingham County Landbank for 
demolition. The program Restoration Works came from the partnership of Allen Neighborhood Center, the Ingham 
County Land Bank, and Lansing Community College (LCC) to halt the demolitions and come up with a solution to, 
instead, restore the homes. LCC was looking for a hands-on experience as a part of their Construction and Technologies 
program. This was an opportunity to make real houses their classrooms and to give students technical experience while 
restoring the homes for the neighborhood for free.  
 
Today, one of the homes on 1501 Kalamazoo street, originally built in 1922, has been sold to a private home-owner who 
lives and works in the eastside of Lansing. The second house, built in 1916, is currently being restored by new 
construction students at LCC and will be up for sale in the next several years.  
 
This innovative and resourceful effort to restore historic buildings in a fragile portion of the city has given life to the 
eastside of Lansing. Instead of using up government funding to combat problems like inadequate housing and 
neighborhood abandonment, community partners directly engaged in some of the lower income residential neighborhoods 
of Lansing. They brightened the area with not only newly restored homes, but interest in the history and upkeep of the 
area by community members.  
 
“This is the start of something very exciting,” Joan Nelson, director of Allen Neighborhood Center said. “We think it’s a 
creative response to the issue of tax foreclosed and abandoned houses.” 
 
These types of urban revitalization projects significantly impact neighborhoods in two ways. First, saving homes from 
demolition both combats neighborhood erosion and gives the area value that can attract new businesses and residents. By 
using college students who needed real-world experience to build their skills, and by getting funding from private 
organizations, the projects were direct and well-monitored, leaving effective results on the area.  
 
Second, the participants through LCC, Allen Neighborhood Center, and all those around the area became invested in the 
neighborhood. They learned about its long history, its fragility and its beauty. Residents saw what can happen if they 
engage in restoration practices themselves, volunteers became closer with the community, and students made real-world 
connections to the area."Our students can now drive down the street and say 'I worked on that house,'" says Jim Lynch, 
director of LCC's Design and Construction Technologies Program. "There's pride involved. People can point to something 
and say they made a difference." 
 
By using creative methods to staff and fund restoration projects on two beautiful homes in the inner eastside of Lansing, 
Restoration Works was able to stop the current trend of neighborhood erosion and hopefully continue the new trend of 
revitalizing the city. Helping your city restore its innermost areas can kickstart a cycle of revival and prosperity, and it 
starts with being knowledgeable about city revitalization and becoming its innovative advocate.  
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